Dodge intrepid alternator

The Dodge Charger B-body is a mid-size automobile that was produced by Dodge from to , and
was based on the Chrysler B platform. During the earlys, automakers were exploring new ideas
in the personal luxury and specialty car segments. Chrysler, fast to enter the specialty car
market, selected their Dodge Division to enter the marketplace with a mid-size B-bodied sporty
car to fit between the " pony car " Ford Mustang and " personal luxury " Ford Thunderbird. The
Coronet -based Charger that resulted" [2] was introduced in mid-season of the model year "in
retaliation to the Rambler Marlin , Ford Mustang, and Plymouth Barracuda ". Style-wise it was "a
complete departure from the Dodge's mainstream cars. Langworth , "because it was an
intermediate like the Rambler Marlin, the Charger could have been an aesthetic disaster, but
long side windows prevented its sweeping roof from looking too heavy. Burt Bouwkamp, Chief
Engineer for Dodge during the s and one of the men behind the Dodge Charger, related his
experience during a speech in July Lynn Townsend was at odds with the Dodge Dealers and
wanted to do something to please them. So in he asked me to come to his office - for the
second time. He noted that one of the Dodge Dealer Council requests was for a Barracuda type
vehicle. The overall dealer product recommendation theme was the same - we want what
Plymouth has. The specific request for a Mustang type vehicle was not as controversial to Lynn.
His direction to me was to give them a specialty car but he said 'for God's sake don't make it a
derivative of the Barracuda ': i. It was the approved design but we told the press and auto show
attendees that it was just an "idea" and that we would build it if they liked it. It was pre-ordained
that they would like it. The Charger made its debut in mid The Charger's interior was different
from all other cars with its pseudo-bucket back seats folded down to interior space accessible
via the rear hatch. With the Charger, Dodge had a new model to build a performance image to
go along with this engine. Designed by Carl "CAM" Cameron, the Charger introduced a fastback
roofline and pot-metal "electric shaver" grille, complete with fully rotating headlights, a feature
not seen on a Chrysler product since the DeSoto. Inside, the standard Charger featured a
simulated wood-grain steering wheel, four individual bucket seats with a full-length console
from front to rear. The rear seats and rear center armrest pad also folded forward while the
trunk divider dropped back, which allowed for generous cargo room. The instrument panel did
not use regular bulbs to light the gauges, but rather electroluminescence lit the four
chrome-ringed circular dash pods, needles, radio, shifter-position indicator in the console, as
well as clock and air conditioning controls if equipped. Engine selections consisted of only V8s.
Only Chargers were built with the However the car proved difficult to handle on the faster tracks
because its body generated lift. Drivers would later claim that "it was like driving on ice. Small
quarter panel extensions were added in The model year Charger received minor changes.
Outside, new fender-mounted turn signals were introduced and this would serve as the main
external identifier between a and Charger. A vinyl roof became available. Inside, the full length
console was eliminated to satisfy customer complaints about the difficulty for entry and exit
from the back seats. It was replaced with a regular sized console. A mere Chargers were built
with the engines in , 58 cars were built with a four speed transmission and 59 cars were built
with the automatic transmission. Sales of the Chargers dropped to half of the previous
introductory half-year with a total of 15, units. The entire B-body lineup for the model year was
redesigned and the Charger was further differentiated from the Dodge Coronet models. The first
generation's efforts to look somewhat posh were abandoned in favor of designer Richard Sias'
double-diamond coke bottle profile, with curves around the front fenders and rear quarter
panels. Front and rear end sheet metal was designed by Harvey J. The rear end featured a "kick
up" spoiler appearance, inspired by Group 7 racing vehicles. The fastback roof was gone, in
favor of a "flying buttress" similar to that of the Pontiac GTO. The Charger retained its full-width
hidden headlight grille, but a vacuum operated cover replaced the electric motor rotating
headlights. The previous full-width taillights were replaced with dual circular units at the
direction of Styling Vice President, Elwood P. Dual scallops were added to the doors and hood.
Inside, numerous "downscalings" were evident. A conventional fixed rear bench seat replaced
the folding bucket seat design. The conventional trunk area included a vinyl mat, rather than the
previous model's carpeted cargo area. The center console in the front remained, but there was
no center armrest. The tachometer was now optional instead of standard and the
electroluminescent gauges disappeared in favor of a conventional design. In , Chrysler
Corporation began an ad campaign featuring a cartoon bee with an engine on its back
promoting models called the "Scat Pack". The model year brought few modifications. Exterior
changes included a new grille with a center divider and new longitudinal taillights, both
designed by Harvey J. A new trim line called the Special Edition SE was added. The SE added
leather inserts to the front seats only, chrome rocker moldings, a wood grain steering wheel,
and wood grain inserts on the instrument panel. A sunroof was added to the option list, but was
ordered on only Chargers. The bumble bee stripes returned as well, but were changed slightly.

Instead of four stripes, it now consisted of a wide stripe framed by two smaller stripes. Total
production was around 89, units. There were two different engines available for the model year:
2-barrel and 4-barrel. The hp engine was unique to the Charger model in While this engine was
available with an un-silenced air cleaner option, it differed internally from the hp "Magnum".
Differences between the hp 4-barrel and hp magnum were mostly internal. Both versions used
the Carter AVS carb and the larger exhaust manifolds from the Magnum engines, but the
Magnum had a windage tray in the oil pan, a different camshaft profile, and different valve
springs. In the B-series engines were all painted Chrysler Engine Turquoise with the exception
of the 4-barrel four speed and Magnum engines which were painted Chrysler
"High-Performance Orange". As usual, the Hemi was painted "Street Hemi Orange". The
windows were always open, as the doors were supposedly welded shut for racing, and the
actors would do a window slide to get in and out. The number "01" is painted on both doors.
Also, when the horn button was pressed, it played the first 12 notes from the de facto
Confederate States anthem " Dixie ". The car performed spectacular jumps in almost every
episode, and the show's popularity produced consumer interest in the car. Wind tunnel tests
showed the tunneled rear window caused lift and the gaping mouth induced drag. As a result,
Dodge made the rear window flush with the rest of the roof and put a Coronet grille in the front.
The prototype was painted in B5 Blue with a white stripe, as well as a white interior. The
Charger was one of three models introduced in September Standard engine was the Magnum,
but factory literature claims the Hemi was standard. A total of Charger s were made, of which
only 67 had the Hemi engine; 27 with a 4-speed and 40 with an automatic transmission. Dodge
was not satisfied with the results of the Charger After months of research and development,
including at the aftermarket shop, Creative Industries, the Dodge Charger Daytona was
introduced on April 13, It quickly received over 1, orders. The test was a success and the project
was greenlighted. The nose piece was only part of the innovation. This wing was bolted through
the rear quarter panels and into the rear subframe. Although proven to be less effective than
shorter wing designs, the engineer responsible for the development of the wing, John Pointer,
chose the tall design so the wing would be in "clean air" to help increase the car's overall
speed. That the tall wing prevents interference with operation of the trunk lid can be considered
a fortunate coincidence. The Charger Daytona's nose made 1, pounds of downforce and the
wing made pounds of downforce. The Dodge styling department wanted to make changes to the
Charger Daytona as soon as they saw it, but was told by Bob McCurry to back off; he wanted
function over finesse. The Charger Daytona introduced to the public had a fiberglass nose
without real headlamps and a wing without streamlined fairings. The media and public loved the
car, but were mystified by the reverse scoops on the front fenders. The PR representatives
claimed it was for tire clearance. The Hemi was also available with the no cost option of the A
4-Speed Manual. Only Charger Daytona's were produced as U. An additional 40 were for Canada
, Of the U. In the end, the Daytona was brought down by the decision to make the Plymouth
Superbird the only Chrysler winged car for the model year. That particular car, driven by Dick
Brooks , finished in seventh place. The very first Charger Daytona was a hand build by the
Chrysler engineers and was on display at the World fair in New York. After the fair ended the car
went via a Dodge dealer lottery to a Dodge dealer in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. This is
documented by Chrysler. The Charger was changed slightly for the model year. This was the
last year of the 2nd generation Charger and featured a large wraparound chrome bumper and
the grille was no longer divided in the middle. New electric headlight doors replaced the old
vacuum style. A new or HEMI hood cutout made the option list for this year only. Dodge painted
the hood scallop inserts black and put the silver engine callouts on top. Interior changes
included new high-back bucket seats, the door panels were also revised and the map pockets
were now optional instead of standard. The ignition was moved from the dash to the steering
column as with all Chrysler products this year , and the glove box was now hinged at the
bottom instead of the top as in â€” The all new pistol grip shifter was introduced, along with a
bench front seat, a first for the Charger since its debut. A new engine option made the Charger's
list for the first time, the Six Pack. Despite this new engine, production slipped again to 46,
mainly due to the new E-body Dodge Challenger pony car, as well as rapidly increasing
automobile insurance rates. That record lasted for over 13 years. The model year introduced the
third generation Charger, characterized by a new split grille and more rounded "fuselage"
bodystyle. The hidden headlights were now optional. A rear spoiler and a "Ramcharger" hood
were new options. This hood featured a pop-up scoop mounted above the air cleaner controlled
by a vacuum switch under the dash. Dodge also merged its Coronet and Charger lines. From ,
all four-door B-bodies were badged as Coronets and all two-door B-bodies as Chargers. Thus
for one year only, the Super Bee became part of the Charger lineup, after which it was
discontinued. A total of 63 Hemi RTs were built that year, marking its last appearance in any

production car, and 2, with other engines. The model year was also the last for the Six-Pack
engine, which could still be mated to a Hurst 4-speed transmission, as well as the automatic.
The "Hi-Impact" colors were discontinued after the model year; with a only "Citron Yella". The
SE was differentiated from other Chargers by a unique formal roof treatment and hidden
headlights. The ratings went down as the net horsepower measure was more realistic. Also
beginning in , all engines featured hardened valve seats to permit the use of regular leaded or
unleaded gasoline rather than leaded premium fuel as in past years due to tighter emissions
regulations. The optional Pistol-Grip 4-speed Hurst manual shifter could be coupled to the , ,
and Magnum engines. The Ramcharger hood scoop was discontinued, as well as optional lower
geared performance rear axle ratios and extra heavy duty suspensions. For the model year,
Chargers received new sheet metal though at first glance only the rear roof "C-Pillars" looked
different and were in fact longer, wider, and slightly taller than the cars. Also new were vertically
slatted taillights and new grilles. Hidden headlights were dropped, even as an option. The SE
models had a new roof treatment that had a "triple opera window " surrounded by a
canopy-style vinyl roof. All other models had a new quarter window treatment, discontinuing its
AMC Gremlin -style window in favor of a more conventional design. Total sales this year were
around , units, the highest ever for the Charger generation, though more than 60 percent of the
cars had the non-high performance engines. The model year saw only minor changes that
included new color choices, a softer grain pattern on interior surfaces, and a slight increase in
the size of the rubber bumper tips. The option was replaced with a 4-bbl as the small-block
performance engine. All other engine options remained the same, including the 2-bbl
designated by a K in the fifth symbol in the vehicle identification number. Several performance
rear-end ratios, including a 3. A four-speed transmission was still an option except with the
engine. In spite of the Charger no longer being perceived as a performance model, sales rose as
it veered towards being a personal luxury car. The muscle-car era came to a close, with as the
final year for performance options. Richard Petty won 35 races with this body style between and
as NASCAR allowed the Chargers to run a few years longer than normal, as Chrysler did not
have anything else to replace it. Richard Petty has proclaimed this body style as his favorite car
that he ran during his career because it was balanced. The model year had the Dodge Charger
and Chrysler Cordoba share the same new body based on the B platform. Because of the
extreme squareness of the bodystyle, NASCAR teams were forced to rely on the previous years
sheet metal for race-spec cars. The model year Charger range was expanded to four models;
base, Charger Sport formerly the Dodge Coronet 2-door model, which appeared for just the
previous model year only , Charger SE and the Charger Daytona. The Charger Daytona was
introduced as an appearance package with either the or engine. Sales increased slightly to 65,
units in In , the Charger Sport which dated back to the former Coronet 2-door, which had
appeared for just the model year only and the base Charger were dropped as this body style
became part of the newly named B-body Monaco line, and only the Charger SE and Charger
Daytona were offered. Estimated production was 30, units. In , its final year as a B-Body, only 2,
Chargers were produced. The Magnum replaced the Charger as Dodge's B-body personal
luxury car this year, and the small number of Chargers produced were likely an effort to use up
leftover bodies and parts. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American specialty car model
by Dodge. For the full series, see Dodge Charger. Motor vehicle. This section needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. January Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Main article: Dodge Charger Daytona. Louis, Missouri. Ate Up With
Motor. Retrieved 3 December Publications International. Dodge dynamite! Cars and Parts. June
The complete book of Dodge and Plymouth muscle. Chrysler muscle: Detroit's mightiest
machines. Krause Publications. Mopar Muscle: Fifty Years. MBI Publishing. Musclecar Icons.
American Motors, the last independent. Barn Finds. Retrieved 7 July Retrieved 3 April Retrieved
28 June Retrieved 12 February A marque of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider Ramcharger.
Category:Dodge vehicles. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description
matches Wikidata Use dmy dates from January Short description is different from Wikidata
Articles needing additional references from January All articles needing additional references
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Dodge Chrysler. Mid-size Muscle car. A 3-speed manual A
4-speed manual TorqueFlite 3-speed automatic. A 3-speed automatic A 3-speed automatic A
3-speed manual A 4-speed manual. Louis, Missouri Canada: Windsor, Ontario. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Dodge Charger B-body. Custom Royal. Royal Monaco. Charger
Sport. Super Bee. Although Chrysler considered ending production because of serious financial
problems, [1] [2] on September 14, , the then chief executive Sergio Marchionne announced and

previewed a new model of the Viper for The Viper was ultimately discontinued in after being in
production for just over twenty years. The following February, Chrysler president Bob Lutz
suggested to Tom Gale at Chrysler Design Center that the company should consider producing
a modern Cobra , and a clay model was presented to Lutz a few months later. Produced in sheet
metal by Metalcrafters, [5] the car appeared as a concept at the North American International
Auto Show in Public reaction was so enthusiastic that chief engineer Roy Sjoberg was directed
to develop it as a standard production vehicle. Sjoberg selected 85 engineers to be "Team
Viper", with development beginning in March The team asked the then-Chrysler subsidiary
Lamborghini to cast a prototype aluminum block for the sports car to use in May. The
production body was completed in Fall , with a chassis prototype running in December. Though
a V8 engine was first used in the test mule , the V10 engine, which the production car was
meant to use, was ready in February Official approval from Iacocca came in May One year later,
Carroll Shelby piloted a pre-production car as the pace vehicle in the Indianapolis race. The first
prototype was tested in January A major contributor to the Viper since the beginning was Dick
Winkles, the chief power engineer, who had spent time in Italy overseeing the development of
the engine. The roof was made from canvas , and the windows were made from vinyl using
zippers to open and close, much like the Jeep Wrangler. However, the Viper was still equipped
with some domestic features, including manually-adjustable leather-trimmed sport bucket seats
with lumbar support, an AM-FM stereo cassette player with clock and high fidelity sound
system, and interior carpeting. Aluminium alloy wheels were larger in diameter due to the larger
brakes. A lightweight fiberglass hard roof option on later models was also available to cover the
canvas soft roof, and was shipped with each new car. There were also no airbags, in the interest
of weight reduction. Adjustable performance suspension was also an available option for most
Vipers. However, the car proves tricky to drive at high speeds, particularly for the unskilled
driver. A removable hardtop was now available along with a sliding glass window. The GTS
would be the first Viper to be equipped with airbags and also included air conditioning, power
windows and power door locks as standard equipment. Minor updates would continue in and In
, the Dodge Viper was updated to lighter hypereutectic pistons and received factory frame
improvements. While the hypereutectic pistons provided less expansion, the forged pistons
were preferred by customers for the supercharged and turbocharged aftermarket packages.
TSB Technical Service Bulletin recalls and were done at local dealerships to repair the to Viper
frames by adding gussets with rivets near the steering box. Colors would vary throughout the
second generation. Dodge would offer three or four colors per model year. Some colors such as
steel gray were only offered for one model year MY while other colors such as red were offered
during the entire second generation. Stripes would be an option beginning in The GTS had twin
stripes 8 inches wide with a 4-inch gap in between that ran from the front bumper all the way
through the rear bumper. Stripes on later models would run from front to rear but did not run
through the rear license plate area. The engine's displacement was increased to 8. An even
lighter and stronger aluminum space frame chassis was in development for the next generation
model, but the project was shelved because of parent company Chrysler's financial crisis. The
initial model introduced was a convertible. No cars were produced for the model year; instead,
Chrysler extended production of the model while preparing the updated model. The engine also
received better flowing heads with larger valves, Mechadyne cam-in-cam variable valve timing
on the exhaust cam lobes, and dual electronic throttle bodies. Electronic engine control was
developed by Continental AG ; the controller can monitor the crankshaft and cylinder position
up to six times during each firing and has 10 times more processing power than the previous
unit. Changes outside of the engine were less extreme, but a distinction between the third and
fourth generation of the Viper is the vented engine cover. The Tremec T56 transmission was
replaced with a new Tremec TR with triple first-gear synchronizers and doubles for higher
gears. The Dana M rear axle from the â€” model now had a GKN ViscoLok speed-sensing
limited-slip differential that greatly helps the tires in getting grip under acceleration. Another
performance upgrade was the removal of run-flat tires; the new Michelin Pilot Sport 2 tires
increased grip and driver feedback and, along with revised suspension springs, anti-roll bars,
and shock valving , made the Viper more neutral in cornering. Another notable change was the
reworked exhaust system; previous third-generation cars had their exhaust crossover under the
seats which resulted in a large amount of heat going into the cockpit, which was done initially to
help improve the car's exhaust note, since the first two generations of the Viper, which had no
crossover, were criticized for their lackluster exhaust notes. The car now featured a new
exhaust system with no crossover, reducing the heat that entered the cockpit. The electrical
system was completely revised for Changes included a amp alternator, twin electric cooling
fans, electronic throttles, and completely new VENOM engine management system. CAN bus
architecture had been combined with pre-existing systems to allow for regulatory compliance.

The fuel system was upgraded to include a higher-capacity fuel pump and filtration system.
During an event hosted by Dodge and the Viper Club of America on July 1, , the final production
ZB II Viper, which was given a gold finish and accentuated by contrasting orange stripes, rolled
off the assembly line and was presented before attendees of the ceremony. Ralph Gilles was in
attendance and gathered feedback from potential customers about the exterior design of the
car. The Generation-5 badge was unveiled as well at this event on each dining table in the hall.
The only notable change for the model year was the addition of a third traction control mode for
improved performance during rain. Sales of the Viper for and were poor. In April , production
ceased for over two months due to slow sales. In October , Fiat Chrysler group announced that
the Viper would end production in It was the first model to be sold as a Dodge, as part of
Chrysler's new sales strategy for the European market. A new 5-point harness with the ACR
logo was installed for both the driver and passenger. For the model year, Koni adjustable
shocks were installed and changed to Dynamics later in the model year. Lastly, the spring rates
were increased. The ACR made a come back to the Viper line-up after the model year. Its
upgrades were more drastic than the original, including street-legal racing tires Michelin Pilot
Sport Cups which Michelin describes as "Ultra-High Performance Sport tires" , [44] two-piece
brake rotors, adjustable suspension, and significant aerodynamic enhancements that included
a front splitter, canards and a carbon fiber adjustable rear wing. Its aerodynamic upgrades
produce up to 1, pounds 4. The interior was upgraded only by the addition of a beacon-tripped
lap timer Hardcore Edition Only. The aerodynamic components were produced by Plasan
Carbon Composites and assembled to the vehicle by Prefix Corporation located in Rochester
Hills, Michigan. After many rumors and speculations, [47] the car was eventually introduced in
for the model year. The Dodge Viper ACR came installed with an all-new aerodynamic body kit
made from carbon fiber, that included a new front splitter and a fixed carbon fiber rear wing,
altogether producing a total of The brakes were from Brembo , with discs and calipers built
specifically for the car. The discs were now carbon ceramic , a first for the Viper series.
Suspension system is manufactured by Bilstein , which has 10 settings for rebound and
compression tuning for the dampers. The options for the car are very diverse, like all of the
other Viper trims. One example is the ACR Extreme Aero Package, which was the same package
used to help the car break a total of 14 track lap records. The package included the addition of a
removable extended front splitter extension, a new adjustable dual-element rear wing, four dive
planes, six removable diffuser strakes, removable brake ducts, and removable hood louvers,
and if removed, will reveal a hood gap. At top speed, the car produces In October , the ACR set
a Unfortunately, the lap was unofficial according to SRT. The group went through three
attempts, with the lap times of Their lap time also brought the car to fifth position for street legal
vehicles. The â€” Dodge Viper GTC had a customization program that offered 8, colors and 24,
hand-painted stripes, 10 wheel choices, 16 interior trims, 6 aero options, and an undisclosed
amount of standalone options to choose from. There are a total of 25 million possible build
combinations. Ordering a GTC enrolled a customer in a unique VIP program called Viper
Concierge, which according to Dodge, "offers an exclusive point of contact throughout the
custom Viper build process. Shortly thereafter, Dodge sent buyers a scale "speed-form" replica
in their chosen custom colors, to confirm or deny the build. Once the buyer's color and option
selection is locked-in, that car becomes a one-of-one Viper for that year â€” no other buyer
would be permitted to build a Viper to the same specifications. The TA model had two variants,
1. The number of â€” TA package 1. To add to the confusion, the full TA 1. Also, besides the
original run of TA 1. The TAs built from to were numbered in sequence. For example, 11 was
built in and 22 in The aerodynamic package adds pounds The TA edition returned for the model
year called the TA 2. This model was sold by Dodge. The 2. The internal parts have also been
improved, with a much better suspension setup, new two-piece Brembo rotors, and improved
shocks, dampers, springs, and stabilizer bars. The car also has an improved X-brace. The car's
power output also stays the same like the 1. Unlike the 1. The car's mileage is improved in the 2.
In , the GT2 Commemorative Edition was introduced. Only were made. The vehicles were the
first to be built in VIN Vehicle Identification Number sequential order with the first having as its
last three on the VIN and the last being The GT2 also features an Oreca 5-point racing harness,
and the center dash plaque with the vehicle's unique production number. It is a purpose-built
race car, and is not street-legal. Production was planned for the spring of As planned, only 9
vehicles were built. Not only is the chassis and powertrain from the ZB II Viper, but the interior
remains mostly the same as well. The Bristol Fighter is an English sports car by Bristol Cars ,
and is the first sports car made in 40 years after the company was revived. The car shares many
components with the Viper, including the 8. The power is delivered to the rear wheels through a
6-speed manual transmission , which is also Viper-derived. The GTX is based almost entirely on
the Viper, albeit with a few changes. The exhaust system has been changed into Devon's own

stainless steel variant, along with a revised intake system, a new one-piece carbon fiber
superstructure , carbon fiber body panels, new cast-aluminum unequal-length front and rear
suspension wishbones, new coil-over shocks, and StopTech race-inspired aftermarket brakes.
Created under their latest division named Prefix Performance, the Medusa is a conversion of the
VX I Viper that was never offered as a roadster. The Force 1 is heavily based on the Dodge
Viper, using its chassis and engine , and also has a similar design language. Shikado used
race-inspired lines with an aggressive stance. Most of these design cues were adapted to the
ZB I generation Viper along with the interior. These included a higher belt line, a side gill,
'bump-up' rear fender shape, and a more defined side crease. Viewed from above, the
front-to-rear stripe now is tapered. Unlike most concepts, the Viper Concept was made as a
complete car. It features a complete functional interior with air conditioning, adjustable pedals,
and a premium sound system. The body is a single moulded carbon-fiber shell, with some
subtle changes compared with the then outgoing model. An inch and a half has been taken out
between the sill and the roof, which together with a chassis sitting two inches lower, gives the
car a lower profile. Three inches have been added to the wheelbase and two inches to the track.
The doors have also been lengthened, which combined with the longer wheelbase makes entry
and exit from the car easier. Brakes are inch ventilated discs with four-piston calipers.
Performance parts from this car are sold by Mopar. The car was only a concept. The car is no
longer a show car, and most of its specialty parts were taken off during development for the
new Generation V SRT Viper. The Chrysler Firepower was a grand touring concept based on the
Viper chassis that would have been equipped with the Hemi V8 engine coupled with an
automatic transmission. Price would have been slightly lower than other models. The Dodge
Copperhead was a concept car based on the Viper platform that was intended as a cheaper,
more agile car. It was powered by Chrysler's 2. It never reached production. Dodge produced a
limited-production Copperhead Edition Dodge Viper, with copper-colored paint similar to the
concept car and other changes. Changes include yellow body colour, carbon fiber parts at
underhood, exposed carbon fiber performance cross X-Brace trimmed in a satin finish, a
decal-cut Viper "Stryker" logo in the center of X-Brace, engine cover in carbon fiber and
aluminum with the SRT logo, prototype aluminum oil filler cap with the SRT logo, a carbon fiber
aero package, Mopar coil springs, full black interior with yellow accents, Sabelt hard-shell seats
with a six-point safety harness, seat edging in black Katzkin leather with yellow accents in the
perforations, Mopar billet aluminum shift knob, billet aluminum HVAC bezels and controls,
carbon fiber bulkhead satchel with a universal integrated quick-release camera mount, polished
chrome door-sill guards with the Viper logo, race-inspired sand-blasted aluminum Mopar bright
pedal kit with the Viper logo etched in the pedals, footrest pedal with "Stryker" logo, optional
"Track Pack" wheels finished in hyperblack, a front tow hook and an LED fog lamp kit. The
vehicle was unveiled in the SEMA show. Chrysler launched a TV series called Viper in to serve
as a promotional tool for the Viper. The show ran until with 1 NBC season and 3 syndicated
follow-up seasons. Viper is a TV series about a special task force set up by the federal
government to fight crime in the fictional city of Metro City, California that is perpetually under
siege from one crime wave after another. The series takes place in "the near future". The
primary brand of vehicles driven in the show were Chrysler or subsidiary companies. The series
ran on NBC for one season in before being revived two years later for three more seasons of
first-run syndication. Only 14 Defenders were made. The exterior design of the car was
produced by Chrysler stylist Steve Ferrerio. The construction was done by Chrysler and by the
teams Reynard Motorsport and Oreca. The numbers the car used were vast, with numbers like
91, 51, 2, 92, and Its first race was at the 24 Hours of Daytona and managed to finish at the 29th
position, but fortunately the team would improve greatly, finishing 12th position in the 12 Hours
of Sebring. The car wasn't able to reach much further however, which meant the team had to
switch to GTS Both teams appeared at the Le Mans each with two entries. Three of those four
cars managed to finish with Canaska Southwind earning the best result in tenth place. The two
teams returned to their respective series afterwards. Canaska Southwind concluded the season
by finishing second in class at Mosport and sixth overall. Later at Le Mans, Oreca would go on
to win their second consecutive win, with the top six positions in every class being taken by
various GTS-Rs. They did lose to the then-new Corvette factory racing team, but still won the
championship. This let them settle for second and third. The Oreca racing team had left
competition to focus on Le Mans Prototype racing for The rest of the teams left at later years,
and the Viper GTS-R began fading by , then left completely by The Viper Competition Coupe had
the same 8. Modifications to the mechanicals of the Viper included a gallon fuel cell, differential
cooler, ducted brakes, improved driver and engine cooling, trap door oil pan, low-inertia
flywheel, an improved double-wishbone suspension system, new spherical bearing control arm
attachments, two-way adjustable coil over dampers, and a driver-adjustable blade-type rear

anti-roll bar. The anti-lock braking system added a distribution control system. The Viper
Competition Coupe was initially built for use in the Viper Challenge Championship one-make
series starting in French racing team Oreca made further modifications to the car, to allow it to
race in Group GT2. It includes Michelin GT tires. The car retained the number 91 but had a new
number for it called The car made its debut at the Le Mans 24 Hours in , where it finished eighth
in class and 24th overall. In the opening round, the 24 Hours of Daytona , SRT took 3rd and 6th
in class 12th and 27th overall, completing and laps respectively. Both cars were repainted at
Watkins Glen in the red and white livery used in the late s to early s. The No. This particular lap
time was taken in , in which it didn't make the fastest overall lap. From Wikipedia, the free
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sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
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